We report on the development of an embedded-atom interatomic potential representing basic properties of both the hcp and the fcc phases of cobalt with nearly equal accuracy. The potential also reproduces the structural phase transformation between the two phases at a temperature close to the experimental value. The proposed potential can be used for large-scale atomistic simulations of cobalt microstructures over a wide range of temperatures. In a more general context, it offers a model for studying thermodynamic and kinetic properties of hcp/fcc interfaces and microstructure evolution in two-phase materials.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cobalt is a 3d transition metal, which is widely used in many magnetic applications, including magnetic shape memory alloys. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] It belongs to the class of allotropic solids along with other technologically important metals, such as Ti, Fe, Zr, Sn, and U. The equilibrium crystalline structure of Co is hexagonal close packed (hcp) below 700 K and becomes face-centered cubic (fcc) above this temperature. This structural phase transformation has a very small transformation enthalpy H hcp→fcc ≈ 0.004 eV/atom (Refs. 8 and 9) and occurs by a martensitic (diffusionless) mechanism. Relatively thick films of metastable fcc Co can be obtained even at room temperature by epitaxial growth on a Cu(110) surface. 10 Furthermore, ferromagnetic body-centered cubic (bcc) Co layers as thick as 357Å can be grown epitaxially on a GaAs substrate. 11 A recent paper 12 reports on yet another metastable phase, called , with a complex cubic structure (space group P 4 1 32) containing 20 atoms in a unit cell. Its cohesive energy is reported to be slightly larger than that of the magnetic fcc Co, indicating possible transformations into the hcp or fcc structures.
The microscopic origin and mechanisms of the martensitic hcp-fcc phase transformation have been studied both theoretically 13, 14 and by inelastic neutron scattering 15, 16 and other experimental methods. 17 Frey et al. 15 and Strauss et al. 16 did not find any softening of the T [ζ ζ 0] and T [ζ ζ ζ ] branches of the phonon dispersion that often accompanies such transformations. In fact, no precursor effect was observed during the transition. 15 In another interesting experiment, it was shown that the hcp-fcc transformation can be suppressed in small particles of fcc Co synthesized at ambient temperatures during slow heating and cooling between the temperatures of 28 and 293 K. 18 Many technologically important properties of cobalt depend not only on its crystalline structure, but also on the microstructure, which includes dislocations, grain boundaries, phase boundaries, and other defects. One of the most efficient approaches for studying the microstructure is offered by large-scale molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with semiempirical interatomic potentials. 19 Several embedded-atom methods 20 (EAMs) and modified embeddedatom methods 21 potentials have been developed for hcp metals. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] In addition, Finnis-Sinclair-type many-body potentials have been developed for hcp metals, such as Co, Zr, Ti, Ru, Hf, Zn, Mg, and Be. 31 The overwhelming majority of these potentials were designed to reproduce only properties of the hcp phase. The attention was usually focused on the lattice constant, cohesive energy, elastic constants, and the vacancy formation energy. Only in a few cases did the authors examine the wider set of properties of the hcp phase. 29, 30 Besides the hcp phase, it was usually only checked that the fcc and bcc structures were less stable than hcp at 0 K. The only exception known to us is the EAM potential for Zr, which correctly predicts the hcp-bcc phase transformation at a temperature close to the experiment and reproduces a number of physical properties of both phases. 30 For Co, however, the existing potentials 22, 23, 28, 31 were only fitted to properties of the hcp phase with limited or no testing for properties of other phases. These potentials do not reproduce the hcp-fcc transformation with the temperature, which prevents them from being useful for studying the mechanisms of this transformation and its effect on microstructure and properties of Co.
In this paper, we develop an EAM potential for cobalt, which reproduces not only properties of both the hcp and the fcc phases, but also the structural transformation between them at a temperature, which is very consistent with the experiment. The results of testing this potential suggest that it can be employed in future MD simulations of thermal and mechanical processing as well as the microstructure development in cobalt.
II. METHODOLOGY OF POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
In the EAM formalism, the total energy of a collection of atoms is represented by
where φ(r ij ) is a pair-interaction potential as a function of distance r ij between atoms i and j and F (ρ i ) is the embedding energy as a function of the host electron densityρ i on atom i. The host electron density,
is the sum of atomic electron densities created at site i by all other atoms of the system.
In this paper, the pair interactions were described by the generalized Lennard-Jones-type function,
where r c , h, V 0 , b 1 , b 2 , r 1 , and δ are fitting parameters. This function is smoothly truncated at the cutoff distance r = r c using the truncation function,
The analytical form of the electron-density function was chosen to be
where z = r − r 0 with the parameters A 0 , y, γ, B 0 , C 0 , and r 0 . These parameters are not independent because the electron density can be scaled by an arbitrary factor without changing the total energy or forces. 32, 33 To remove this arbitrariness during the fitting, A 0 was chosen to giveρ = 1 in equilibrium hcp Co with the ideal c/a ratio.
The embedding function of the potential was not defined analytically. Instead, it was constructed numerically from the requirement that the energy per atom of hcp Co with the ideal c/a should follow Rose's universal equation of state,
where x ≡ a/a 0 − 1 and α ≡ (−9 0 B/E c ) 1/2 . The parameters a 0 , 0 , E c , and B represent, respectively, the lattice constant, atomic volume, cohesive energy, and bulk modulus of equilibrium hcp Co with the ideal c/a ratio at 0 K.
The above parametrization describes the Co potential with a total of 12 adjustable parameters. They were determined by minimizing the weighted mean-square deviation of a set of properties from their target values using the simulated annealing algorithm applied in our recent papers. [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] The fitted data included a mix of experimental and ab initio properties of hcp Co as detailed in the tables below. When several target values were available, the fit was to their average. Note that properties of fcc Co were not directly included in the fit. Instead, several potentials were generated, which reproduced hcp Co with about the same accuracy. They were then tested for fcc-Co properties, the hcp-fcc transformation temperature, and the potential, which demonstrated the best accuracy for both phases was selected as final. The best two to three potentials gave about the same quality of fit, and the selection of the final version was based on the accuracy of the phase transformation temperature.
The optimized fitting parameters are listed in Table I , and the plots of the potential functions are shown in Fig. 1 . The tabulated forms of the functions can be downloaded from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Interatomic Potentials Repository. 41, 42 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Properties of hcp and fcc Co
Table II summarizes the physical properties of hcp Co predicted by the potential in comparison with experimental and first-principles data. All these properties were calculated after full relaxation at 0-K temperature. The vacancy migration barrier was computed for a jump in the basal plane using the nudged elastic-band method. 43 The elastic constants c ij were computed by applying a set of small volume-conserving strains and fitting the energy change with a parabolic function. After each application of strain, the structure was relaxed with respect to the internal degrees of freedom of the unit cell. 44 As indicated in Table II , the elastic constants predicted by the potential are in accurate agreement with the existing databases. The surface energy γ s for the basal-plane orientation, the intrinsic stacking fault energy γ I 2 , the vacancy formation (E f v ), and migration (E m v ) energies are in reasonable agreement with available experimental and first-principles data. This is not very surprising given that this information was included in the fitting process. What is more interesting is that the properties of fcc Co, which were not fitted to directly, came out to be in equally good, if not better, agreement with the experimental and first-principles data (Table III) . This agreement attests to a good transferability of the proposed potential to various alternate structures, an important property, which is further examined below.
Phonon-dispersion curves at 0 K were computed for both hcp (Fig. 2 ) and fcc Co (Fig. 3) by Fourier transformation of the dynamical matrix in several high-symmetry directions. For hcp Co, the potential accurately reproduces the low-and mediumfrequency regions of the phonon spectrum but overestimates the frequencies of the optical branches in comparison with room-temperature neutron-scattering experiments 45 ( Fig. 2) . It should be noted that quite similar discrepancies were found in all previous calculations for hcp metals.
31,46-48 A similar comparison was found for fcc Co with accurate agreement at relatively low frequencies and significant discrepancies at high frequencies (Fig. 3) . In this case, however, part of the discrepancies could be attributed to the fact that the neutronscattering experiment was performed for a Co 0.92 Fe 0.08 not a pure Co. 49 Thermal expansion factors of both phases were computed by zero-pressure canonical (NPT) MD simulations of a 4000-atom periodic cell. The agreement with experimental data is reasonable (Fig. 4) , especially given that thermal expansion factors were not in the potential fit.
The melting temperature T m of fcc Co was calculated by the solid-liquid interface method used in our previous paper. 36 A periodic simulation block containing 20 000 atoms with approximately equal amounts of the solid and liquid phases separated by a (001) interface was prepared by melting half of the initially solid phase. The system was brought to mechanical . 55 The vertical dashed line marks the experimental hcp-fcc transformation temperature.
equilibrium by a short NPT MD run at zero pressure and a temperature close to the expected T m . The simulation ensemble was then switched to microcanonical (NVE), and the system was allowed to reach full equilibrium. The equilibrium was typically reached at some temperature T m different from the initial guess and some nonzero pressure p. This NVEequilibration process was generally accompanied by partial melting or crystallization of the solid phase. This NPT-NVE cycle was repeated a number of times, producing a set of temperatures and corresponding positive or negative pressures representing different two-phase equilibrium states. The plot of T m versus p thus obtained was interpolated to p = 0 to predict the zero-pressure melting point of the material. The obtained T m = 1898 K overestimates the experimental melting point of fcc Co (1770 K). 50 It should be considered, however, that semiempirical potentials rarely predict the melting point more accurately, unless the latter is directly included in the potential fit (which was not the case in this paper). Attempts to estimate the melting temperature of hcp Co were unsuccessful due to the thermodynamic instability of this phase at high temperatures (see below).
B. Structural stability and phase transformation
The cohesive energies and equilibrium lattice constants of several alternate structures of Co are summarized in Table IV . The hcp, fcc, bcc, and structures were observed experimentally (Sec. I), whereas, the rest of the structures were imaginary and were only included for testing the potential. Note the significant scatter of the available experimental and first-principles data for the experimentally observed phases. The cohesive energies and lattice constants of these phases computed with the EAM potential are very consistent with the existing data. For the imaginary structures, no first-principles data were found in the literature that could be used for comparison with the potential predictions. The latter are, therefore, reported for the purpose of comparison with future first-principles calculations. Nevertheless, the overall ranking of the structural energies correlates well with the known ranking for other fcc and hcp metals. 38, [51] [52] [53] The bcc and diamond structures are predicted to be mechanically unstable, whereas, all other structures are mechanically stable.
The critical test of the proposed potential was its ability to reproduce the hcp-fcc transformation. This test required calculation of the free-energy difference between the phases as a function of temperature. The methodology of this calculation was similar to the one employed in our previous papers. 38, 40 Two separate hcp and fcc simulation blocks were created, each with approximately 4000 atoms with all-periodic boundary conditions. The blocks were equilibrated at several temperatures ranging from 50 to 1200 K by running MD simulations in the zero-pressure NPT ensemble with independent variations in the block sizes in all three directions. The average enthalpy H per atom was recorded at each temperature, and the enthalpy difference between the phases H (T ) = H fcc (T ) − H hcp (T ) was fitted by the function,
with adjustable constants H 0 , A, and B. The enthalpy is related to the Gibbs free energy G(T ) through the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation,
Integration of this equation gives the free-energy difference between the phases,
Here, G 0 is the integration constant representing the free energy at a chosen reference temperature T 0 . If T 0 is chosen low enough, then G 0 can be obtained by a harmonic calculation. 54 In this paper, we used T 0 = 300 K. The computed functions H (T ) and G(T ) are shown in Fig. 5 . The harmonic calculations for hcp and fcc Co were performed on periodic supercells with 800 and 864 atoms, respectively. The calculation of G 0 was based on classical statistics. The plot clearly shows a change in sign for G(T ) at the temperature of T hcp→fcc = 717 K. Thus, the hcp phase is predicted to be stable below T hcp→fcc , whereas, the fcc phase is above this temperature. The experimental phase transformation temperature is around 700 K. 8, 9, 55 It should be mentioned that the calculated transformation temperature slightly depends on the choice of the reference temperature T 0 . Variations in T 0 within the physically reasonable limits of ±100 K produce variations in T hcp→fcc by about ±3 K. Furthermore, purely harmonic calculations of G over a wide temperature range above and below T 0 give practically the same values as the thermodynamic integration by Eq. (9) . This indicates that the proposed potential is highly harmonic and provides additional reassurance in the correctness of the predicted transformation temperature.
To further demonstrate that fcc Co becomes the thermodynamically most stable phase at high temperatures, we created a fully periodic liquid block with dimensions 35.6Å × 178.2Å × 35.6Å containing about 20 000 atoms. After a long anneal above the melting point intended to erase any memory of the previous history, the block was cooled down to a temperature of 1500 K, which was below T m . The melt crystallized forming two large grains, one of which eventually disappeared (Fig. 6 ). Structural analysis shows that the solid phase predominantly has a fcc structure with a large amount of stacking faults. The fact that the melt crystallizes to the fcc structure confirms its larger stability at this temperature in comparison with the hcp and other phases.
Additional evidence comes from our failed attempts to calculate the melting point of hcp Co. Following the same methodology as described in Sec. III A, a simulation block was prepared with approximately equal amounts of hcp Co and the melt with the basal-plane orientation of the solid-liquid interface. During the subsequent equilibrating anneals in the NVE ensemble, the interface position spontaneously fluctuated up and down by melting and resolidification of thin solid layers. These fluctuations resulted in the accumulation of increasing amounts of stacking faults near the solid-liquid interface until the solid structure adjacent to the interface eventually became predominantly fcc. Although this rendered further melting point calculations of hcp Co meaningless, this local transformation to the fcc structure was very consistent with the expected greater stability of this phase at high temperatures.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Many-body interatomic potentials 20, 56 have been widely used for materials' simulations for nearly three decades. 19 One of the existing challenges in this field is the development of reliable potentials capable of reproducing phase equilibria and phase transformations. Despite the availability of a large number of potentials for single-component metals, few of them are capable of reproducing phase transformations with temperature or pressure. 30, 57 This limits the applicability of atomistic simulations to multiphase materials and, in particular, to phase boundaries.
In this paper, we developed an EAM potential, which reliably reproduces some of the basic physical properties of hcp and fcc cobalt, including the lattice constants, cohesive energies, elastic constants, vacancy formation and migration energies, stacking faults, surface energies, and thermal expansion. The experimental phonon-dispersion curves, without fitting, are reproduced with reasonable accuracy. The melting temperature of Co, without fitting, is also in reasonable agreement with the experiment. Overall, the potential describes properties of hcp Co more accurately than the previous potentials 22, 23, 28, 31 (discussions of specific properties of the previous potentials can be found in the literature 22, 23, 28, 31 and are not repeated here). In contrast to the existing potentials, the potential proposed here reproduces properties of both hcp and fcc phases with nearly equal accuracy. Furthermore, it demonstrates a good transferability to various structural environments as evidenced by the comparison of its structural energies and the tests of a wide range of structure-sensitive properties. Transferability is probably the most important property of atomistic potentials, which ultimately determines their utility and the range of possible applications. 33 The proposed potential reproduces the hcp-fcc phase transformation at a temperature of 717 K, which is close to the experimental value of 700 K. This transformation temperature was computed by thermodynamic integration using harmonic reference free energies of the phases at 300 K. An alternative approach would be to use the crystal-melt coexistence points for the two phases as reference states as was performed for the hcp-bcc transformation in Zr. 30 In our case, however, this approach was precluded by the spontaneous hcp-fcc transformation near the solid-liquid interface. This inability to compute the melting point of the metastable hcp phase can be explained by the relative ease of the hcp-fcc transformation by the formation of stacking faults in comparison with the hcp-bcc transformation in Zr. The latter occurs by a different mechanism and apparently has a larger barrier. The fact that the fcc Co phase is more stable than hcp Co at high temperatures was also confirmed by examining the solidification structures.
We suggest that the Co potential developed in this paper can be used for atomistic simulations of two-phase structures as a simple model of Co-based alloys, particularly, those for magnetic shape memory and other magnetic applications. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Although the EAM model does not capture magnetism directly, understanding of microstructure development through atomistic simulations can be an important component in magnetic alloy design. A further step towards more realistic modeling would be to cross this Co potential with, e.g., Ni, Al, and/or other elements to obtain alloy potentials for binary and multicomponent Co-based systems.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the current understanding of the atomic structure, thermodynamics, and kinetic properties of phase boundaries remains rather incomplete. 58 Earlier MD studies of the motion of the hcp-fcc martensitic transformation front relied on highly simplistic pairwise potentials. 59, 60 The proposed Co potential offers the opportunity to study the dynamics and mechanisms of the transformation front motion in realistic materials that could be compared with experimental observations.
